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 The Warsong Commander has 8 different (14 if you count the elite version) loadouts, including 2 'outlander' versions where he
appears to be outside of a Dark Age-era army and his appearance and abilities are therefore completely different. For example,
the longbow warrior version has black hair and a pendant, the sword and buckler version has dark brown hair and no pendant,
the huge dark knight version is completely different to the dark knight version and the lance and warhammer version is clearly
based on the Death Knight, as are the elite versions of the dark knight and longbow warrior. The Warsong Commander is often

depicted in his death knight or longbow warrior incarnation. He is not actually a Death Knight, nor is he a lance-and-warhammer-
wielding knight. Death Knights and Longbow Warriors share similar appearances, and in fact, they represent the same class. In
the Dark Age of Camelot, longbow warriors were added to the roster of classes. The Warsong Commander has a maximum of
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two different passive buffs at any one time. These buffs are slightly unique to each Warsong Commander and are rarely
different from other Warsong Commanders in the same tier. Most buff spells are converted to Potency, and so do not expire. At
the end of a battle, the Warsong Commander deals some random amount of magical damage to a random target. This damage is

typically higher than the damage dealt by other allies, and so is often called 'cursed damage'. The exact amount of magical
damage that is dealt depends on the Warsong Commander tier, his background and the tier of his enemies. If the target dies, the

Warsong Commander gets any loot. Unlike other members of the party, the Warsong Commander is immortal in that his
equipment is always kept and he doesn't lose any ranks. The Warsong Commander is the first rank in which the Hero is

immortal. The Warsong Commander is called the Dark Knight in Dark Age of Camelot. His class only appears in Camelot
Unchained. Quotes [ edit ] "The dominion of Camelot lies at the edge of the world, a place where men come to be heroes and
legends are born. A place of glory and chaos, a place where a tribe of giants was slain and a thousand years of tradition was

born. And one man named the victor. The victor named the ruler. And the 82157476af
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